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A fast generation and test algorithm is applied within a new approach for designing branched
molecules with physical properties and molecular constraints. Computer-aided product design
requires the generation of feasible compounds and the prediction of mixture and pure-component
properties by group contribution methods. A desirable property of the molecular design procedure
is the chemical stability/feasibility of the generated chemical structures. On the basis of the
electronegativity of the group attachments, a new characterization of group combination
properties and the corresponding feasibility criteria for computer-aided generation of branched
structures are presented. A synthesis procedure and a strategy for reducing the size of the
combinatorial synthesis problem are discussed. Finally, the corresponding step-by-step algorithm
is described.

1. Introduction

There are a great number of engineering problems,
which consist of finding the best performance case for
a determined function, or a set of good performance
cases, from a large universe of discrete alternatives or
situations. In most cases, these alternatives can be
generated by some specific combinatorial-type proce-
dure, then contrasted with a set of restrictions, and
finally (those feasible alternatives) evaluated in terms
of a given performance.

It is clear that these kinds of problems can be
explicitly formulated as optimization problems and then
solved by a specific MINLP solver. However, in some
cases, a tailored and efficient procedure that performs
an exhaustive search with strategies to reduce the
combinatorial problem can be implemented.

In a typical algorithm of this kind, one can distinguish
three different stages (Figure 1):

1. Generation of alternatives through a tailored
combinatorial procedure.

2. Screening of alternatives according to different
restrictions. This stage can rather be a chain of screen-
ing stages when there is more than one restriction.

3. Performance evaluation of the remaining feasible
alternatives, through calculation of a set of properties
or a performance index using predictive models.

In some cases, one property that can be exploited to
improve the efficiency of the algorithm is the fact that
different solutions belong to the same “meta”-alterna-
tive; i.e., they are equivalent from the point of view of
a set of restrictions.1,2 In other words, if one of them
satisfies the restriction, the rest will also meet the
requirement. This makes it possible to insert the cor-

responding screening in the middle of a fragmented
generation stage. Meta-alternatives are generated first
and then screened. In the next step, only the accepted
meta-alternatives are used to generate, in a combina-
torial way, the feasible real solutions that are going to
be evaluated.

In addition, if the required restrictions are formulated
in such a way that can be coupled with the generation
stage, then two stages merge into one, and only feasible
alternatives are being generated. As a consequence of
these two facts, we simplify the combinatorial problem,
and therefore the computational effort is considerably
reduced.

A class of problems that meet these requirements is
the Computer Aided Molecular Design of Solvents.3-5

In this paper we will discuss the application of the above
ideas in the development of a procedure for the computer-
aided product design of branched molecules.

2. Molecular Design of Solvents

The application of group contribution methods for the
prediction of pure-component and mixture properties
opened the way for efficient computer-aided evaluation
of chemical compounds. The molecular design of sol-
vents has its origin in the backward solvent selection
problem, formulated as follows: “giving a set of property
constraints and certain performance indexes, generate
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Figure 1. Conceptual steps involved in improving the efficiency
of the algorithm.
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chemical structures with the desired set of physico-
chemical properties”.3

Several methods or strategies have been proposed in
the last 2 decades for Molecular Design of Solvents and
they differ in (i) the particular application, (ii) the
evaluation of solvent properties (mainly the thermody-
namic model used), and (iii) the approach implemented
to find the optimum solvent structures.

For the computer-aided generation and evaluation of
molecular structures a combinatorial partition strategy
was proposed by Brignole et al.6 Several molecular
design procedures based on explicit optimization algo-
rithms have also been proposed.7-9 Applications have
been reported for the design of polymers,8 refrigerants,2,9

and solvents.3,4,10,11 A compilation of different ap-
proaches to computer-aided molecular design and future
developments has been presented by Achenie et al.,12

and recently Sahinidis et al.13 presented a state-of-the-
art review in optimization-based algorithms for molec-
ular design. Even though the generated molecules
satisfy the neutrality condition, the chemical stability
of the components is not guaranteed in many cases.7,8,13

This is partly due to the way groups are defined in
different group contribution methods and/or the lack of
proper combination rules for the groups.

Some of the component properties of interest from the
point of view of environmental considerations depend
on mixture or solution properties. The first solvent
design studies were based on solution properties derived
from the UNIFAC group contribution method for com-
puting activity coefficients.14 Several revisions and
extensions to electrolytes, polymers, and equations of
state of the original UNIFAC predictive package have
been presented;15 a group contribution equation of state
based on similar but more detailed group definitions has
been extended to new groups and gases.16-18

Different group definitions have been proposed19 for
the prediction of pure-compound properties, such as
heat capacities, solubility parameters, formation ener-
gies, etc. In general, specific criteria9 to ensure the
component valence neutrality and the fulfilment of the
octet rule are required. These criteria are combined with
optimization algorithms for the synthesis of molecules.
However, the generation of chemically unstable com-
pounds cannot always be avoided.

3. The MOLDES Approach

The program MOLDES for Molecular Design of
Solvents has been developed in PLAPIQUI, UNS-
CONICET, and is based in the works of Gani and
Brignole,3 Pretel et al.,4 and Cismondi and Brignole.5

MOLDES performs an exhaustive solvent search for
liquid-liquid extraction or extractive distillation build-
ing solvent structures made up with functional groups
of the UNIFAC group contribution model. The evalua-
tion is made through performance indexes estimated by
UNIFAC and other group contribution methods.20,21

Table 1 shows the features that can be identified in
the MOLDES approach from the point of view of a
solvent search optimization problem. The analysis of the
chemical feasibility constraints is discussed next.

4. Chemical Feasibility Criteria

The chemical feasibility constraints have been pro-
posed to eliminate not only the unstable or reactive

molecular structures but also the ones that could lead
to unreliable UNIFAC predictions due to proximity
effects.

Therefore, the development of chemical feasibility
criteria can be established on the basis of the electro-
negativity of the group bonds.3,4 Three basic types of
group attachments (valences), with increasing degree
of electronegativity, were identified4 in aliphatic com-
pounds: J, L, and K. The methyl group (-CH3), even
though it is a J-type valence group, is identified as type
M because of the different role it plays in the feasibility
criteria analysis, with respect to the other J valence
groups. The strong electronegative valences are consid-
ered to be of type K, for example, in the -OH, CH3-
COO-, and CH3CO- of the hydroxyl, ester, and keto
groups; an L-type attachment (valence) is the case of
methylene groups that are attached to a strong elec-
tronegative group fragment; for instance, -CH2COO-
is a divalent group with type (L,1) and (K,1) valences,
and -CH2Cl has a type (L,1) valence.

Pretel et al.4 proposed the following combination rules
for aliphatic structures:

(R1) Type K attachments can only be combined with
M or J attachments.

(R2) Type L attachments can be combined with L, M,
or J attachments.

(R3) Type J attachments change to L after their
combination with a type K attachment, in accordance
with the definition of an L attachment.

These combination rules justified the formulation of
the following criteria for the generation of linear struc-
tures:4

“The set of groups that makes up a molecular struc-
ture should have a number of K attachments less than
or equal to the number of unrestricted carbon atoms (the
sum of groups J and M).”

A synthesis procedure based on intermediate and
terminal groups for the generation of linear (not
branched) molecules was implemented. In a first stage,
intermediate structures (i.e., those formed by the diva-
lent groups) are generated. Then final structures are
obtained through a combination of intermediate struc-
tures with terminal groups.

An extension of that synthesis procedure for aliphatic-
branched molecules is developed in the present work.

It should be pointed out that the majority of group
contribution predictive models do not distinguish among
isomers formed by the same set of groups. Therefore,
the solution of a Molecular Design Program to a specific
problem does not consist of completely defined chemical
structures but rather of sets of groups, where each one
can lead to different isomer structures.

Consequently, the algorithm should guarantee that
at least one of the possible isomers in each case satisfies
the chemical feasibility constraints.

Table 1. Solvent Search Optimization in the MOLDES
Context

general concept expression in MOLDES

engineering problem suitable solvent for a given separation
alternatives molecular structures
main restriction chemical feasibility
performance index specific functions in terms of distribution

coefficient, relative volatility, etc.
model UNIFAC or group contribution based
optimization

formulation
knowledge-based
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For example, if the final ranking for a given separa-
tion shows the structure defined by the set of groups
CH3, CH2, CH, OH, and COOH, there are three possible
isomers: (a) CH3-CH (COOH)-CH2-OH; (b) CH3-CH
(OH)-CH2-COOH; (c) COOH-CH (OH)-CH2-CH3.
Isomers a and b are considered feasible but not the
isomer c because of a proximity effect of two strong
electronegative groups that will not follow a first-order
group contribution approach in the prediction of solution
properties by UNIFAC

5. Synthesis of Branched Molecules and
Feasibility Criteria

The extension of Pretel et al.’s4 feasibility criteria to
branched structures would be

where Ki or Ji are the number of K or J groups with i
attachments in the structure and M is the number of
methyl groups. However, in many cases this criterion
leads to unfeasible structures like HCOO-CH-CH3-
OH for a molecule with a tertiary carbon (CH).

Because of the third combination rule (R3), a type K
attachment has a greater impact on the structure when
it is combined with a trivalent or tetravalent group than
when combined with a divalent one. For this reason, eq
1 fails when applied to branched structures.

5.1. New Group Combination Property Charac-
terization. It can be seen that the formulation of robust
feasibility criteria for the synthesis of branched struc-
tures requires a new approach.

We can identify many UNIFAC groups, having a
functional group plus a CH2, CH, or C as “combined”
groups. A few examples are CH2NH2, CH-O, CH2CO,
CHNH, CCl, etc.

These groups were originally defined in this way to
improve the predictions of the model. However, from the
point of view of the chemical feasibility analysis and
taking into account R3, the carbon-free attachments in
these groups are of type L (moderate electronegativity).
We can consider these “combined” groups as a combina-
tion of a K group and a J group. This would be
equivalent to characterizing not only the group free
attachments but also the internal bonds, in the case of
groups having L attachments. When the internal and
free bonds are taken into account, only two bond
statuses, K (electronegative) and J (neutral), are re-
quired to define the combination properties.

It can be seen that groups with L attachments are
formed by a combination of “pure” K and J groups, as
shown in Table 2. In the discussion that follows, we will
use the word “group” referring either to a UNIFAC

group or to a K or J group, where the former can contain
more than one group of these types.

According to the above discussion, a revision of the
UNIFAC group combination properties was made.
Groups taken from three different UNIFAC tables22-24

have been classified in 19 metagroups, 14 aliphatic and
5 aromatic, which are shown in Table 3. The complete
classification of the actual groups is presented in Table
4. With the new group characterization, it is possible
to formulate more general feasibility criteria.

When Table 3 is examined, it should be noted that
the metagroups K4M, K3M, and K2M have not been
defined because all of their external attachments are
K. Therefore, these groups are considered as K3, K2,
and K1, respectively. Examples of these groups in
UNIFAC are CH3N and CH3COO for the last two cases.
There is no example of a K4M group in the three cited
UNIFAC tables, but a possible one could be CH3Si. If
we had distinguished these groups from the strictly K
ones in our classification, the results obtained with the
proposed feasibility analysis and the corresponding
algorithm would have been the same but with unneces-
sary additional definitions and computer effort. The
same reasoning leads to the classification of the group
CON(CH3)2, which would be a K3(M)2, such as K1.

Also, when a UNIFAC group contains two or three
K1 groups attached to a J3 or J4 group, we consider it
to be a pure K group. Examples are CHCl2, CClF2, CCl2,
etc. Note that, according to the aforementioned feasibil-
ity rules, these combinations would not be permitted if

Table 2. Redefinition of Group Combination Properties
in Terms of J and K Bond Status

UNIFAC
group

example
group

valence
previous

characterization
decomposed
in subgroups

new
combination
properties

CH2Cl 1 (L,1) J2 + K1 (K,1), (J,2)
CHCl 2 (L,2) J3 + K1 (K,1), (J,3)
CCl 3 (L,3) J4 + K1 (K,1), (J,4)
CH2CO 2 (K,1), (L,1) J2 + K2 (K,2), (J,2)
CHNH 3 (K,1), (L,2) J3 + K2 (K,2), (J,3)
CH2N 3 (K,2), (L,1) J2 + K3 (K,3), (J,2)

∑iiKi e M + J (final structure)
with J ) J2 + J3 + J4 (1)

Table 3. Aliphatic Metagroups in the New
Characterization of Combination Properties

number of attachments
metagroups, attachment

characterization

tetravalence (X4) K4, J4
trivalence (X3) K3, K3J2, K2J3, K1J4, J3
dual valence (X2) K2, K2J2, K1J3, J2
single valence (X1) K1, K1J2, M

Table 4. Revision of the Combination Properties of
UNIFAC Groups

groupscombination
properties

(M,1) CH3
(J,2) CH2
(J,3) CH
(J,4) C
(J,2), (K,1) CH2Cl CH2NH2 CH2CN CH2SH
(J,3), (K,1) CHCl CHNH2 HCON(CH2) 2
(J,4), (K,1) CCl CF
(J,2), (K,2) CH2CO CH2COO CH2O CH2NH

CONHCH2 CONCH3CH2 FCH2O CH2S
C2H4O2

(J,3), (K,2) CH-O CHNH CON(CH2) 2 CHS
(J,2), (K,3) CH2N
(K,1) CH2dCH OH CH3CO CHO

CH3COO HCOO CH3O CH3NH
C5H4N COOH CHCl2 CCl3
CH2NO2 I Br CHtC
Cl(CtC) SiH3 CCl2F HCClF
CClF2 C2H5O2 CH3S C4H3S
CONH2 CONHCH3 CON(CH3) 2 CF3

(K,2) CHdCH CH2dC CH3N C5H3N
CCl2 CHNO2 CtC COO
SiH2 SiH2O C4H2S CF2

(K,3) CHdC SiH SiHO
(K,4) CdC Si SiO
(I,1) ACH ACF
(H,1) ACCH3 ACOH ACNH2 ACCl

ACNO2
(K,1), (H,1) AC ACCOO
(J,2), (K,1), (H,1) ACCH2
(J,3), (K,1), (H,1) ACCH
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they were built starting with separate UNIFAC groups.
Other compound groups considered to be of the pure K
type, even though there is only one K1 group, are those
containing the NO2 group: CH2NO2 and CH2NO2. This
is explained by the strong electronegative character of
the group NO2, which generates an effect over the J
group comparable to that produced by two or three less
electronegative K groups.

Finally, a special case involves the groups HCON-
(CH2)2 and CON(CH2)2. The conformation or structure
of these groups are K2(J2)2 and K3(J2)2. However, as
unique entities, these configurations behave like K1J3
and K2J3, respectively.

5.2. General Feasibility Criteria for the Synthe-
sis of Linear or Branched Structures. Considering
that there are only pure “K” and “J” groups, the new
synthesis concept that summarizes the above combina-
tion rules is as follows: each J group cannot be attached
to more than one K group. This concept leads to the fact
that the building of feasible molecules requires the
existence of a J-J-type bond for each K group incorpo-
rated into the molecule (after the first one, for noncyclic
structures). This is clear in the following example of a
sequence of feasible structures, the ketone homologues,
in which only the J-J bonds are shown with en dashes:

Now a first formulation of the feasibility criteria can
be written as follows:

where NJJ ) number of J-J bonds. These conditions
are valid for both the intermediate and final structures.
It should be pointed out that M groups are not consid-
ered for compensating the K attachments because, being
monovalent, they do not allow for the addition of
another K group. A total number of J attachments
balances could be obtained as follows (see the appendix
for the derivation):

or

where the number of J free attachments is given by

or

Considering the attachment definitions and eqs 2-7,
the general feasibility criteria obtained are presented
in Table 5. See the appendix for the derivation.

When J ) 0, the J attachments balance is irrelevant
and the only way to comply with the feasibility rules is
not to allow more than one K group in the structure.

Examples of these small molecules, taking the UNIFAC
group definitions as reference, are acetone, acetic acid,
2-butene, and chloroethane.

6. Computer-Aided Molecular Synthesis

Using the feasibility criteria of Table 5, an efficient
combinatorial synthesis of branched molecules is imple-
mented on the basis of metagroups, i.e., groups with the
same combination properties (first column of Table 4).
In the synthesis of linear molecules, the intermediate
structures have two free attachments. However, the
number of free attachments (NFA) in branched inter-
mediate structures is larger:

or

where NV3 is the number of groups of valence three and
NV4 is that of valence four. The larger number of free
attachments of the intermediate structures greatly
increases the size of the synthesis problem in compari-
son to the synthesis of linear structures. To reduce the
problem size and according to the previous discussion
(which is applicable beyond the case of solvent design),
the MOLDES computer program executes the following
stages where a maximum number of 12 groups in final
molecular structures (FMS) is allowed:

1. Selection of the set of intermediate and terminal
groups in an interactive way.

2. Synthesis only of feasible meta intermediate mo-
lecular structures (IMS) with NFAs from 2 to 8 meta-
groups that correspond to the selected intermediate
groups. Then, each meta-IMS is replaced by all of the
different possible combinations of the selected groups
to form “true” IMSs.

3. In the same way, obaining pre-FMSs by adding
NFA - 2 terminal groups to each IMS.

4. Screening of the pre-FMSs according to the physical
property constraints.

5. Termination of FMSs by adding to each accepted
pre-FMS different combinations of two terminal groups
that preserve their molecular feasibility.

6. Screening of the synthesized FMSs according to the
physical constraints for the desired product.

7. Ranking the remaining FMSs in accordance with
molecular complexity and performance index, or specific
user-defined criteria, indicating the predicted product
properties.

We have used “product” instead of “solvent” to remark
the generality of the stages in this procedure. In the
case of solvent design, it should be noted that between
stages 2-3, 3-4, and 5-6 the synthesis procedure
eliminates all intermediate and final structures with
unknown binary interaction parameters, reducing in
this way the size of the combinatorial problem and the
computing time. In any case, the synthesis program
runs in a very short time on a standard PC.

(CH3CO)(CH3) f (CH3CO)(CH2)-(CH2)(COCH3) f

(CH3CO)(CH2)-(CH)(OH)-(CH2)(COCH3)

K e NJJ (cyclic) (2)

K - 1 e NJJ (noncyclic) (3)

∑iiJi ) 2NJJ + NJF
when K e NJF with i ) 1, 4 (4)

∑iiJi ) 2NJJ + NJF + 2(K - NJF)
when K > NJF (5)

NJF ) J3 + 2J4 + 2 (noncyclic and J g 1)
(6)

NJF ) J3 + 2J4 (cyclic) (7)

Table 5. Feasibility Criteria for Linear and Cyclic
Branched Structures

K e NJF K > NJF

noncyclic structures K e J 2K e J + NJF
cyclic structures K e J 2K e J + NJF
J ) 0 K e 1

NFA ) 2 + NV3 + 2NV4 (noncyclic) (8)

NFA ) NV3 + 2NV4 (cyclic) (9)
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The algorithm contemplates all possible cases for the
set of groups chosen. For example, the user is not
required to select at least one group per each metagroup.
There is no need for him/her to be aware of the
metagroups.

The metastructures are generated with an increasing
K level, until the feasibility restriction is violated and
the corresponding cycle is bypassed. It is clear that in
this way the algorithm improves the “generate and test”
paradigm,3,4 achieving the required efficiency to deal
with bigger problems such as in the case of branched
molecules.

Because of the partition of the combinatorial proce-
dure for completing the IMSs with terminal groups, i.e.,
the formation of pre-FMS for a first evaluation, the
same FMS can be obtained from different pre-FMSs. To
solve this problem, a specific subroutine eliminates at
the generation stage the synthesis of repeated struc-
tures.

6.1. MOLDES Application to Liquid Extraction.
The results of the synthesis procedure are illustrated
with an example of solvent design for liquid extraction
for the typical problem of separating aromatics from
paraffins: We have considered the classic hexane/
benzene system (see Table 6). In this example, 12 groups
are selected for the synthesis procedure: intermediate
(4) and terminal groups (8). We ran this problem with
a fixed maximum molecular weight of 260. The solvent
property constraints4 were highly restrictive (see Table
6), with the only exception of solvent loss due to the
nature of the separation problem.

A summary of the results of the synthesis procedure
is given in Table 7. In Table 8, the best solvents, one
isomer from each family of compounds, are shown. The
computer time required for running this example is less
than 1 min on a standard PC.

Among the best solvents, we find some dialdehydes,
triesters, and different combinations of these functional
groups in the same structure. The thiol group and the
olefinic group are also present in some cases. It should
be noted that, in some cases, compounds in which only
one functional group is present, repeated or not, are
easier to obtain, and therefore less expensive, than those
presenting different functional groups.

Figure 2 shows how solvent property constraints limit
the search for solvent structures. It illustrates the
evolution of the boiling points and selectivity, distribu-
tion coefficient, and solvent loss values through the
homologues of different solvent families. It is interesting
to note the opposite role that molecular weight plays in
selectivity and the distribution coefficient. While selec-
tivity decreases, distribution coefficients increase in all
cases with the exception of dialdehydes. Precisely this
feature, together with their having low solvent loss
values, makes dialdehydes of low molecular weight the
most promising structures. However, the chemical
reactivity of aldehydes will prevent these compounds
from being used in practice.

Although the three remaining families show compa-
rably good values of distribution coefficient, diesters
suffer from very high solvent loss and low selectivity.
Because of the highest selectivity and lowest solvent loss
values, triesters as well as dicyanides tend to show their
best performances at low molecular weights, even when
the distribution coefficients are not so good.

In general, the results of solvent screening by com-
puter-aided molecular design should be taken as a
preliminary guide in solvent selection. The reliability
of UNIFAC as a predictive model for molecular design
was discussed for different separation problemas by
Pretel et al.4 by comparison of computer solvent selec-
tion with actual experimental data. For the present case
study, in our laboratory, we have confirmed the excel-

Table 6. A Case of Solvent Design: Separation of
Benzene from Hexane

Problem Definition
component to be recovered (ACH)6

principal component in the
raffinate

(CH3)2(CH2)4

separation type liquid-liquid extraction
operation temperature 320 K
intermediate groups selected C, CH, CH2, DMF-2
terminal groups selected CH3, CH2dCH, OH, CHO,

CH3COO, HCOO,
CH2CN, CH2SH

Problem Constraints
minimum selectivity for pre-FMS (wt) 1.00
maximum solvent loss for pre-FMS (wt %) 8.00
minimum selectivity (wt) 6.00
minimum solvent power (wt %) 20.00
maximum solvent loss (wt %) 4.00
minimum distribution coefficient (wt) 0.60
maximum molecular weight 260.0

Table 7. Results of the Synthesis Procedure

number of meta-intermediate structures generated 255
number or intermediate structures generated 255
number of meta prefinal solvents 1664
number of prefinal solvents 25595

prefinal solvents rejected by MW restriction 16247
prefinal solvents rejected by lack of

binary parameters
4156

prefinal solvents evaluated 5192
number of accepted prefinal solvents 4622
number of meta final solvents generated 4638
number of final solvents generated 42436

solvents rejected by MW restriction 21887
solvents rejected by lack of binary parameters 10846
solvents evaluated 9703

number of final solvents that satisfy all
physical constraints

742

Table 8. Ranking of Solvents for the Separation of Benzene from Hexane by Liquid Extraction

solvent
selectivity

weight basis
solvent power

(wt %)
solvent loss

(wt %)
distribution coefficient

weight basis

(CH3)1(CH2)1(CH)1(CHO)2 10.04 71.96 3.10 1.21
(CH3)2(CH2)3(CH)3(CH3COO)1(HCOO)2 7.68 64.87 2.10 1.10
(CH3)4(CH)5(CHO)2(HCOO)1 6.29 63.60 2.59 1.07
(CH3)1(CH2)2(CH)1(CHO)1(HCOO)1 6.85 62.54 3.17 1.06
(CH3)3(CH2)1(CH)4(CHO)1(CH3COO)1(HCOO)1 6.85 61.92 3.46 1.05
(CH2)8(CH)1(CHO)1(HCOO)2 6.46 60.90 1.63 1.03
(CH3)2(CH2)1(CH)3(CH3COO)2(HCOO)1 8.45 60.83 3.37 1.03
(CH3)1(CH2)4(C)1(HCOO)2(CH2SH)1 6.03 60.60 3.14 1.02
(CH3)1(CH2)1(CH)2(CH2dCH)1(CHO)1(HCOO)1 6.51 58.04 3.34 0.98
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lent properties of the smallest triester (triacetin) for this
application.

The UNIFAC thermodynamic model for the calcula-
tions of the activity coefficient is not a truly predictive
method based on pure group parameters but requires
information on the group binary interaction parameters.
The availability of binary interaction coefficients in the
model parameter tables22-24 is a limiting factor in the
number and type of groups that can participate in a
given synthesis process. Therefore, for the application
of the program to the synthesis of solvents for nonideal
mixtures (typical of liquid extraction or extractive
distillation) using UNIFAC or other similar group
contribution methods, the program screens out the
groups for which binary information is not available in
connection with the components participating in a
particular separation problem and does the same at any
stage of the synthesis procedure. This process leads to
a considerable reduction of the size of the solvent
molecular design problems. This size limitation is not
present when a truly predictive method, based on pure
group properties, is used. This has been the case in
many of the computer-aided molecular design applica-
tions reported in the literature,2,8,9,13,25 which can lead
to very large molecular design combinatorial problems.
Also, the use of more fundamental ways of computing
the molecular properties, like molecular simulations or
“ab initio” models, will require different and more

advanced optimization procedures for computer-aided
molecular design. The above example, in which 12
different groups were selected for the synthesis of
molecular structures, shows that, even for a rather large
problem, the synthesis of feasible molecules by group
contribution using the present search algorithm is a
fast, easy to implement, and reliable procedure.
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Appendix: Feasibility Criteria

J Attachments Balance. Let us consider a given set
of K and J groups, which may also include tri- or
tetravalent groups and can give different isomer struc-
tures. If we build a first intermediate structure only
with the J groups, there will be two possibilities for each
J attachment: to participate in a J-J bond or to be a J
free attachment. Therefore, the balance would be

The above intermediate J structure can only lead to
a feasible final structure when there are no more K

Figure 2. Performance of different solvent families with a single functional group for the benzene/hexane separation problem.

∑iiJi ) 2NJJ + NJF when K e NJF (4)
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groups than NJF in the original set. Otherwise, the
remaining K groups must be inserted in the intermedi-
ate J structure. Therefore, there will be a third pos-
sibility for the J attachments: to be involved in a J-K
bond. In this case, the balance becomes

The decision of putting first the J groups together was
completely arbitrary. However, this is just the less
restrictive way for the structure feasibility analysis. Let
us remember that computer-aided molecular design
must provide structures that form at least one feasible
isomer. Therefore, when evaluating feasibility, one
should take into account the most promising structures
among all possible combinations from a given set of
groups.

Feasibility Criteria Derivation. Here the deriva-
tion for the expressions from Table 5 is presented.

For noncyclic structures, we start from the inequality
(3).

Then, multiplying by 2, taking 2NJJ from eq 4, when
K e NJF, and replacing NJF by eq 6, we have after
rearranging:

or by definition

When K > NJF, eq 5 is used instead of eq 4 and the
corresponding expression is obtained:

Similarly, we obtain the same general criteria for
cyclic structures from the inequality (2) and eq 7 instead
of eq 6.

Notation (All of the Symbols Refer to Quantities
in a Molecular Structure)
FMS ) final molecular structure
IMS ) intermediate molecular structure, i.e., the skeleton

of the structure, without terminal groups
Ji ) number of J groups with i attachments
J ) number of J groups, J ) ΣiJi
Ki ) number of K groups with i attachments
K ) number of K groups, K ) ΣiKi
M ) number of M groups
NFA ) number of free attachments in the intermediate

structure
NJF ) number of J free attachments after the combination

of J groups only
NJJ ) number of bonds between two J groups
pre-FMS ) prefinal molecular structure: the structure

with two missing terminal groups
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∑iiJi ) 2NJJ + NJF + 2(K - NJF)
when K > NJF (5)

K - 1 e NJJ (noncyclic) (3)

K e J2 + J3 + J4

K e J

2K e J + NJF
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